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Abstract

Service oriented architecture provides a  flexible architecture that promote distributed computing. 

The Goal is to provide complex data intensive services.  The service based strategy provides more  

flexibility and finally find data service with quality of service parameter . In this paper, we are 

selecting an exact data centres for accessing data replicas of lower cost. We are proposing a model 

termed as bio-stimulated algorithm that offers to solve problems of minifying cost. 
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Introduction 

Service-oriented computing (SOC) points  to a computing mechanism that works and promote  

development ,  and massively distributed applications by utilizing services. The aim of SOC is to 

make  dynamic business processes and  applications covering different organizations and computing 

platforms.  To build a service model, SOC works  on the service-oriented architecture (SOA), which 

is an approach that compromising the elements of enterprise architecture and software architecture 

[4]. 

The paper [9] covered  cost control in service composition in order to get minimize the cost of 

service.  The size and the number of data sets increase over the time and making the costs of storage , 

transfer and communication of data even become higher. Cost of service is related to expenses. 

Service providers always try to get a balance between cost and profit while consumers prefer to get 

good service at low price .  

 

Cloud computing provides  data and services on purely demand basis to users in a pay abd when 

required.  Mass data normally  have to be exchanged among  several services. These data sets may be 

replicated in different data centers.  

 

Related Work 

Various approaches have been proposed to solve service composition problems. There are two 

service selection approaches:  local optimization and global optimization. In local optimization [1], 

[2], [10], for each  the best candidate service in its service candidate set will be offered and  execute . 

Such approach can guarantee to  local QoS parameter , which provide the performance of each 

individual task.  

 

 

COST MINIMIZING SERVICE COMPOSITION MODEL 
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The first optimization phase executed  when the system uses late-binding to choose concrete 

services. This phase called  concrete service selection.  

The second  phase is dynamic data replica selection. There can be multiple copies of each data set at 

data centres, the services  find the best available data replica at dada centre . The third phase will be 

dynamic solution optimization. This optimization phase will calculate the value of each solution.   

A data-intensive service composition environment can be considered to consist of a set of z data 

servers,  

D ={d1, d2, . . . , dz}. For an application composed of n tasks (abstract services), denoted as AS = 

{AS1,AS2, . . . , ASn}, it is assumed that each abstract service has m concrete services. 

{cs1, cs2, . . . , csn}, where csi = {csi,1, csi,2, . . . , csi,m}, i ∈  {1, . . . , n}. Each task, ASi ∈  AS, needs 

a set of k data , denoted by DTi, that are given  on a subset of D. Each data set dt ∈  DTi has l data 

replicas. Specifically, for a data set dt ∈  DTi, Ddt ⊆ D is the set of data servers and denoted by ddt_ 

on which dt is replicated and from which it is available. 

 
 

 Also, a data server can  provide multiple data sets at a time. A decision variable xij is  used to 

provide  and   service is selected to replace accordingly e during the process of service composition, 

 

Bio – Stimulated Algorithm 

Bio-stimulated algorithms show some advantages to solve data-intensive service composition 

problems.  

Biological systems present features like scalability and robustness. They are autonomous entities and 

organize without a central controller. Typical life cycles and behaviours of biological organisms 
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include: birth and death, migration, and replication (or division) of a group of organisms [18]. The 

biological environment provides a medium that allows biological organisms to interact and mobilize.  

 

The details of the simple ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm which works similar to  the real 

ants’ behaviour and provide optimal solution for given path  problems on DAG are given by : Given 

a DAG G =< V,E,D >, two nodes- 

 

 

 
 

i, j ∈  V are neighbours if there exists an arc (i, j) ∈  E. In each node G points to  one job  

corresponding to an abstract level  service. Each service  implemented by a set of concrete services,  

Ants need to find the best set of services and composite service task altogether while also have the 

best QoS parameter  and the least cost for running these services.  

 

Paths are computed  the probability of choosing  j as next node: 

 

 
where pkij represents the probability from point i to point j of ant k, Nk i is the neighbourhood of ant 

k when in node i, α is a parameter to control the influence of τij , β is a parameter to control the 

influence of ηij .  
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Fig-3. Interactions of ants 

 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

This paper proposed  a cost minimization approach for various data services . Research on service 

composition are reviewed by us  and the problem description is found.   Biological systems are self-

optimization and self organization systems. The design of the algorithms is formed  simulation 

experiments are under way in our future research agenda. 
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